
Lesson Plan*

LESSON TITLE: 

SUMMARY:

GRADE BAND: TIME REQUIRED:

3-5 High School

Materials List (i.e., string, digital diary, raspberry pi, web link, drone):

Describe any Previous Knowledge that may be Required:

K-2 6-8 minutes

LESSON LEARNING OUTCOMES:  Upon completion of this lesson, students will be able to: 
Outcome Examples



- Describe the Focused Activity:

- Describe the Teacher Instruction:

How will you facilitate the learning? 
- Describe the Warm-up Activity:



Mapping to GenCyber Cybersecurity First Principles:

Abstraction 

Data Hiding

Mapping to GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts:

Domain Separation

Process Isolation

Resource Encapsulation

Modularity

Least Privilege

Layering

Simplicity

Minimization

Defense in Depth

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

Think Like an Adversary

Keep It Simple

Assessment of Learning:

TYPE (Examples listed below) NAME/DESCRIPTION

Accommodations: (Examples may include closed captioning for hearing impaired students; 
accommodations for students with disabilities.)



Describe any Extension Activities (i.e., ideas for further work):

Acknowledgements:

*The GenCyber website may contain links to external websites that are not government-owned or government-sponsored provided as a
convenience to our users.  The National Security Agency does not exercise any editorial control over the information found at these locations.
The hyperlinks are provided for general informational purposes only and the National Security Agency neither controls nor guarantees the
accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or completeness of any information contained in non-government website links.  The National Security Agency
neither endorses nor guarantees in any way the external organizations, services, advice, or products included in these non-government website
links.  All links are provided consistent with the mission of this website.
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	Lesson Title: Unplugged Programming Activity
	Summary: Students will utilize given simple movement commands to interact with their peers and direct them using these commands to accomplish simple tasks.Students will be modeling the Karl activities found in programming to form knowledge on functions and their uses and necessity as a programming concept.
	K-2: Off
	3-5: Off
	6-8: Yes
	High School: Off
	Minutes: 100
	Facilitate The Learning: No previous knowledge is necessary
	Materials List: Paper for documentationPens, pencils, or markers6 yard sticks6x6 Grid (teacher provided)30 Yellow cardboard discs (teacher provided)
	Lesson Outcome: Students will apply/use simple movement commands to direct their peers to complete tasks/activities.Students will design/build functions by joining commands in an efficient manner to complete more involved tasks/activities.
	Bloom Taxonomy: Design/BuildTest/DefendCompare/ContrastApply/UseExplain/DiscussIdentify/Describe
	Acknowledgements: This activity is based on Karel  programming activities based off of Karel: the  Robot and educational programming tool designed by Richard E. Pettis.
	Extension Activities: Include functions   canMoveForward()   isBallPresent()   takeBall()Activity 4:    Using the new functions have the pawn go from the bottom left corner to the top right corner and      pick up any ball that is in its way before moving ahead. Pawn should be able to pick up balls       when randomly placed on the grid.Challenge Activity:    Come up with an activity that uses all of the given commands and functions and uses the balls      and the yard stick to come up with an additional and unique activity to allow the pawn to do.
	Focused Activity: To start:Each group will be given a set of limited movement statements  Move forward  Turn right  Pick up ballOne student in each group will be the moving pawn on the gridOne student will be the secretary to record movementsStudent will come up with the smallest amount of commands necessary to have each of the activities completed.Activity 1:      Starting at the far left lower quadrant move the pawn horizontally through the grid to arrive at the upper           right quadrant.Activity 2:     Students discuss how they can shorten the amount of commands and still produce the same results.Activity 3:     With the yard stick placed after the 3rd five have the students get commands so that the pawn can go      from left to right along the lower row of the grid without going through the yard stick.  See extension activities for additional activities.
	Teacher Instruction: Teach will give all students the commands that they are limited to.Teacher will observe and encourage or instruct groups as needed.
	Process Isolation: Off
	Resource: Off
	Modularity: Off
	Least Privilege: Off
	Abstraction: Off
	Data Hiding: Off
	Layering: Off
	Conceptually: Off
	Minimization: Off
	Domain Separation: Off
	Defense in Depth: Off
	Confidentiality: Off
	Integrity: Off
	Availability: Off
	Adversary: Off
	Simple: Yes
	Previous Knowledge: During introduction to the activity the students will be introcuded to the 6 x 6 grid.Strudents will be divided into groups of 3(2 if 3 is not feasible) and given supplies.
	Assessment Type: [Quiz/Test]
	Name/Description: PresentationObservation
	Accommodations: Students with physical limitations may not be able to be the pawn in this activity.  however, they can work as secretary or with the group to come up with instructions.


